5 Paragraph Order for W-02
December 5, 2020
Rain is forecasted to begin Friday 4 Dec. We are expected to have a total of 1”-3” of rain from this storm
before the turnover to snow on Saturday after 12 noon. Snow is expected to last until Saturday night
and projected totals are between 1”-3” before it ends. The pavement temps at writing this are around
42 degrees. The duration of the Storm will be somewhat long for the amount forecasted and is possibly
lingering until midnight. The snow is also forecasted to be wet heavy and is expected to start sticking on
the roadway after sundown and the rates of snow overtake the pavement temps. This storm should
have a very little effect on traffic. There are roadplates at the following locations that plow operators
need to be made aware of….
Walnut St in Several Locations from the gas work. Feeney Bros (contractor) will have plates pinned
and marked with traffic control devices and two employees will report to the street when snow starts
according to Engineering
Same with Grove St in Several Locations from the gas work. Feeney Bros (contractor) will have plates
pinned and marked with traffic control devices and two employees will report to the street when
snow starts according to Engineering
With this forecast, we are NOT applying Liquids today. We will wait to review forecast to schedule the
salters to report. When we get a closer forecast with the track of this event we will try to have the salt
crew report just prior to the change over from rain to snow. We have not made a determination on
plowing as of yet. So plow operators, (WITH SIGNIFICANT SUBSTITUTIONS) will not be scheduled as of
yet. All trucks should have been set up, fueled, and ready prior to leaving on Friday and with the COVID
Issues, please wipe down your cab and anywhere you place your hands before you leave it today.
There are some substitutions due to COVID, and we are light staffed for this event. There will be a longer
clean up period. Be sure to check in with Management staff prior to the storm. Again move your
personal vehicles inside when you arrive and report that you are here.
At this time, with this forecast, we do not anticipate an overnight shift, so cots will not be set up and a
food order is not expected at this time. Bring yourself a change of clothing in case you get wet, along
with any medications you take within that period.
For this storm, the supervisors will be
Kevin Collins

Unit 53 (Liquids)

Tim Bania

Unit 15 (Schools and lots)

Beth Gildae

Unit 17 (Mobile Ops)

Mike Quinn

Unit 4 (Superintendent)

